Santa's Christmas Town

Santa’s Christmas Town™ has been appointed Stanta’s helpers for over 45 years and have made many children very happy. Children is our business and aiding parents to put smiles on their children's faces is our TOP priority.

Copyrights

Santa’s Christmas Town™ holds the VA copyrights to every one of our hole punched tickets. These are handcrafted and punched exclusively by us. We specialize in Our Designed Hole Punched Polar Express Tickets and the graphics, fonts, and text used on the front and back of the tickets to include the worded holes punched. We do not tolerate Copyright and/or Trademark infringement. **Even an item that is strikingly similar to ours is infringement.**

**Exclusive Design From Santa's Christmas Town**

**Original Santa's Christmas Town published hole punched polar express ticket: 20061030**

**SCT US Copyright Registration # VA0001653668 / 2008-11-15 this is a 2-d copyright to protect each of the hole punched worded tickets graphics front and back. SCT Hand Punched Polar Express Ticket Front**

**SCT Hand Punched Polar Express Ticket Back**

**US Copyright Registration # VA0001660308 / 2009-02-09 **this is a 2-d copyright to protect each of the hole punched worded tickets listed.

**Polar Express Round Trip Punched BELIEVE Ticket**

**Polar Express Round Trip Punched LEAD Ticket**

**Polar Express Round Trip Punched LEARN Ticket**

**Polar Express Round Trip Punched DEPEND ON Ticket**

**Polar Express Round Trip Punched COUNT ON Ticket**

**Polar Express Round Trip Punched RELY ON Ticket**

Disclaimer

Name trademarks and copyrights are properties of their respective manufacturers and/or designers. Alias reproductive product versions are NOT to be confused with originals. We have no affiliation with the manufacturers/designers, therfore this is NOT a licensed product with Warner Bros. Entertainment Group, Chris Van Allsburg, Halmark, or any other manufacturers/designers of the movie or the famous book "THE POLAR EXPRESS", or any of the designed products they offer to date. This is our own original production of a product we designed in conjunction with the movie staring Tom Hanks that was in theaters in 2004 and the classic book "The Polar Express". Any description is to give the customer an idea of the produced product offered, and is not to mislead, confuse the customer or infringe on other manufacturers/designer's name and valuable trademark. We have no affiliation with Warner Bros. Entertainment Group, Chris Van Allsburg, Halmark, or any other
manufacturers/designers of the movie or the famous book "THE POLAR EXPRESS", or any of the designed products they offer to date.